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Y Sir?
From the Headmaster
Dear Parents,
Welcome to the first Y Sir? of the new academic year and an especially warm welcome to all new pupils throughout the school who have
quickly and happily settled into Yarlet life and to our new members of staff.
I would like to begin by congratulating Form 8 pupil, Henry Pickering, who has been awarded an all-round Michael Palin scholarship to
Shrewsbury School, which is an outstanding achievement, but one which is also richly deserved. Details of pupils’ activities in and out of
the classroom are included in this edition of Y Sir? and there have been a number of highlights, with our Grandparents’ Afternoon being
a particular favourite, together with the Choir’s performance in the presence of the High Sheriff at St Mary’s, Stafford, for the opening of
the Michaelmas Term of the High Court. The coffee morning to welcome parents back for the start of a new term raised £54 for
Macmillan and your tremendous support of our Book Fair resulted in a wonderful £684 being raised for new books for the school library.
After half-term, the busy academic schedule continues, with examinations in main school, together with parents’ evenings, sports fixtures,
a remembrance service, concerts, school trips, carol services and Christmas activities – lots for us all to enjoy.
I hope you have an enjoyable half-term and look forward to seeing you when we return on Monday 5th November.
Best wishes, Ian Raybould

A GLORIOUS GRANDPARENTS’ AFTERNOON

Strong family links are important to the school’s success and a
key component to this is the relationship with our much-loved
grandparents.
Our annual Grandparents' Afternoon is a firm favourite in the
Yarlet calendar, enjoyed equally by grandparents and pupils.
Once again, it was tremendous to see the event so well
supported and the fine weather added to the occasion. The
event was opened with a welcome by Mr Raybould and a
musical introduction, after which grandparents were able to
tour the lovely school grounds, classrooms and facilities, as
well as to watch a sports fixture. A busy, but happy, afternoon
was rounded off with a delicious afternoon tea.

FORM 6 TRIP TO ENGINUITY, TELFORD

As part of their Design and Technology curriculum, Form 6
pupils visited Enguinuity in Ironbridge to take part in the 'Build a
Bridge’ workshop. Working in teams the pupils followed certain
design objectives to design a truss bridge using CAD software
and then construct their bridges out of art straws. The proof
was in the testing as the pupils went head to head to see which
bridge structure was the strongest and most cost effective.
DurIng the visit the pupils were also able to fully explore the
interactive environment at Enginuity.
Unfortunately, this year we were unable to conclude our trip
with a visit to Ironbridge's most famous landmark, as it is
currently under repair and wrapped up in plastic.
A great day was had by all and a huge thanks goes out to the
staff at Enginuity who made our visit a very memorable and
enjoyable experience.

MUSIC SUCCESS
Once again, our children have performed extremely well in their recent
exams, a huge well done to all!

Henry - Singing Grade 3 - Distinction
Katie - Piano Grade 2 - Distinction
Freya - Drama Grade 3 - Distinction
Fraser - Drums Grade 1 - Distinction
Ellen - Flute Grade 5 – Merit
Bella - Piano Grade 1 - Merit
Sophie - Flute Grade 4
Eliza - Violin Grade 1
Jamie - Piano Grade 2
Ella Mae - Singing Grade 1

FORM SEVEN-OSOPHY!

FORM 8 FIELDWORK FINDINGS

Form 7 have begun their studies in new subject Theology,
Philosophy and Religion with an investigation into the belief that
we should provide the greatest good for the greatest
number. Developed by Jeremy Bentham, the principle of
Utilitarianism argues we should save the greatest number of
lives, even if it means losing a few. To assess this, Form 7 pupils
played out various scenarios where they were train conductors,
deciding which way to direct the train on a track that either led
towards four strangers, or their friend. Who should live and who
should not? Such decisions were not easy to decide...and within
this conundrum Form 7 have learnt how perplexing and diverse
Philosophy can be!

Form 8 pupils travelled to Telford Shopping Mall to
conduct vital research for their fieldwork in Common
Entrance Geography.
With their hypothesise in mind, each pupil had the aim
of proving or disproving their theories based on
transport methods and shopping trends. They had
compiled questionnaires for the public, and carried out
the surveys with the politeness and dignity expected of
our Form 8 pupils, with members of the public
commenting on their "excellent communication skills"
and for being "polite and efficient".
They now face the task of analysing their data and
finding out how and why people really travel to Telford.

OUTSTANDING SCHOLARSHIP & ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Many congratulations to Henry P who has been awarded a Michael Palin
Scholarship to Shrewsbury School. This is an All-Rounder Scholarship and
Henry was assessed in Sport, Music, an interview, an IQ test and a
written exercise. Scholarships are fiercely contested and Henry’s success
is testament to his dedication and determination.
Zebastian also achieved an amazing A* in his G.C.S.E Spanish at the age
of 10; a first for Yarlet! Well done Zeb on such an outstanding result! We
are very proud of both boys.

FORM 8 TEAM BONDING AND
LEADERSHIP SKILLS EVENING

Form 8 recently participated in a special boarding night to develop
their friendships and leadership skills. Throughout the course of
the evening, Form 8 pupils were thrust into situations where
working together to find a solution is key, including using each
other for support both physically and mentally! They also enjoyed
pizza before listening to a talk on the values of leadership and
being a role model by Mr. Raybould and Mr. Pass, before winding
down the evening with marshmallows by the fire. It was a
successful and productive evening, and cooperation was fantastic.
Well done future leaders and role models!

FORM 4 EXPERIENCE THE HINDU FAITH
AT THE BALAJI TEMPLE

Form 4 have had a wonderful time at the Balaji Temple
near Birmingham. They have experienced Hindu beliefs
and culture and immersed themselves in the rich and
diverse history of the religion!

FORM 3 HAVE AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE
IN ROMAN CHESTER, BY GEORGE PRATT

On Monday 2nd October we went on a trip to the Roman Museum
in Chester. We travelled there by minibus. Our first activity was
dressing up as soldiers and going outside. Then we paraded down
the street to the old amphitheatre. We made Roman
formations. One was punch with your shield, stab and step. Also,
we did a stop formation where the front row went down and the
second row put their shields on top so we were all hidden. The
Roman soldier who was teaching us was called Titus. He said scary
things like “I will pop your eyes out!” After that we went back to
the Education Room. We investigated a bag and we had to be
archaeologists and decide if things would have survived from
Roman times. The second activity was cooking. The fish didn't
smell good and I had a sensitive nose for the rest of the day! Last
of all it was the Roman Baths. I tiled a roof!

BEAUTIFUL CHOIR PERFORMANCE AT
ST MARY’S CHURCH, STAFFORD

Our choir were incredibly honoured to be part of the
opening of the Michaelmas Term of the Crown Court at St.
Mary in Stafford. A very moving performance that certainly
added to the occasion. Well done choir!

FORMS 3 & 4 SHINE IN
HARVEST CHAPEL SERVICE

MAIN SCHOOL STREET DANCE

Main School pupils have embraced the opportunity to take part in
Street Dance classes on Tuesday afternoons. The classes involve
fun, energetic teacher-led routines, along with a range of
movement and rhythm games to encourage confidence and
creativity. The children have had a great time and we look
forward to their performance at the end of November showcasing
what they have learned.

Form 3 and 4 pupils gave a wonderful performance
during their Harvest Festival Chapel Service to parents
on Monday 15th October, the theme of which was
being thankful for the wonderful gifts we can all enjoy.

FORM 8 BIKEABILITY
Six Form 8 pupils tackled tricky cycling
challenges such as: turns in the road,
overtaking parked vehicles and constantly
checking over their shoulder for other road
users during their bikeability training. After
several hours of practical manoeuvres and
confidently answering questions and
moving along busy roads, all pupils passed
with flying colours.
Well done Form 8!

FOOTBALL
U13: The Under 13s football team have had a tough schedule this term with fixtures
against schools with strength in depth. We began with the tournament of the Shrewsbury
6s early in September where, in a round robin league format, Yarlet found themselves in a
very strong pool with Birchfield and Terra Nova. Despite great goalkeeping from William and
resolute defending from Henry and Noah, we were unable to prevent defeat in both games
and finished bottom of the group. William and Aaron performed well in attack, however,
and showed great promise. Fixtures since have included Terra Nova away, where again
their strong team prevailed, and Foremarke B at home where, in an excellent team
performance, we caused a massive upset to win 3 goals to 1 with 2 amazing goals from
Angus. Other notable performances from Kaif and William bode well for the future and the
result itself showed the progress we have made this term. Well done everyone.

U11: The U11 and U10 teams have enjoyed a successful half term, winning all their matches. Having
previously enjoyed a good season last year, and with the injection of some new faces, the expectation
levels were high going into the first game and they did not disappoint. The first game of the season, on
home soil, ended with Yarlet beating Packwood 2-1. The team built on each performance throughout
the term, developing a fast attacking game and a solid defence. Yarlet scored eighteen goals in the
first five games, conceding only two. The highlight of the term was beating Birchfield at home. At the
beginning of the match it looked like it was going to be a close encounter, in which either team could
have taken home the spoils. However, after a succession of quick and thrilling attacking display, Yarlet
ended 3-0 ahead just before half-time and finished the match winning 5-1. For a young side they
displayed an impressive ability to read the game and identify the space, using this well to overcome
the opposition. The standout goal was scored by Angus, who ran in from his own half to score a
beautiful goal in the right corner. They have grown as individual players and as a team, with lots of
promise and potential. Their attitude has been a real credit to Yarlet and they have thoroughly
deserved the success they have had this season so far. They will be an exciting prospect in the future
and I have no doubt that they will be a unit that opposition will fear to play.

U9: Our U8s and U9s have greatly enjoyed their starting season in football this term.
It has been wonderful to welcome back the U9s and to see their game improve, and especially watching
them supporting the U8s, some of whom are very new to the sport. This term they have played in
matches both Home and Away, against classic rivals Birchfield, Packwood and the Ryleys, with a myriad
of results including a Draw against Packwood for the U9s and a Win against Birchfield for the U8s.
With fixtures still to play, the boys are working hard and developing their skills and techniques in order
to bring their best to the next match. Good luck lads - keep it up!

HOCKEY
U13: Sadly, the U13s started with a defeat as Birchfield played a formation the girls were not familiar
with (5-a-side with no goalkeepers). Despite this, the girls fought relentlessly with outstanding tackles
from Ellen and Sophie up front. The seniors’ second game must be their favourite so far as they
confidently won against Abbots Bromley 12-1. Danielle was amazing in goal and dictated instructions
clearly from the back of the team. During the final few weeks the girls entered the Terra Nova
tournament, which was challenging for all involved. The girls were outstanding with a win, two draws
and two losses… and a few bruises and injuries along the way! The girls’ fight and determination never
faded. In the final week of half term the U12 girls will take on Birchfield away at Aldersley Stadium.

U11: The U11s started off the Hockey term with a bang with a superb win versus Tettenhall College (40). It was in this match we saw Amelia and Louiza working side by side pushing the ball into the
opponent’s half and on the other side was Jessica B and Natasha tackling Tettenhall College making sure
they did not get the ball near goal keeper, Emily C, who didn't touch the ball for the duration of the
match. Later on in the term, the U10 and U11 girls travelled to Shrewsbury High Prep where they had to
use the width instead of the length of the pitch, a great challenge for the intermediate girls. During the
fixture the girls used their switching of play (which has been a huge focus during games sessions) and it
is lovely to see the girls implementing their training and using their maturity and communication in their
matches. The penultimate fixture was against Denstone Prep, where the U11s enjoyed getting
introduced to the short corner masks. Sadly, the girls started off at a disadvantage as the match was
played on a grass pitch, however the girls soon adapted and Louiza, Ava, Amelia and Freya were hitting
the ball from one end to the other with ease as it bounced over the grass. A special mention must go to
Freya Lloyd, who has been voted Star Player in EVERY match in which she has represented Yarlet
(including U12 and U13s). Congratulations Freya!

U9: The U9 girls have shown superb progress in their hockey since last year. They are understanding
their positions better and have more control over the ball. Sadly, their first match was cancelled due
to the weather, however the girls were strong versus The Ryleys and Rydal earlier this term with one
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Pre-Prep News October 2018
Dear Parents and Families,
Welcome to our first Y, Sir? of 2018/19. The children have settled in fantastically well and it’s been ‘all go’ in every class since Day 1.

EARLY YEARS NEWS
Nursery: What a busy start we have had to our new year in the Nursery at Yarlet! We have been pleased to welcome our new
friends: Kitty, Charlie, Marlow, Rosie and Walter and welcome back our old friends Anahi, Rupert, Betsy, Sienna, Henry, Daisy, Ivy,
Abigail, Bertie and Alba. It has also been lovely to have Miss Abi working with us in the Nursery. We have been engaged with lots of
fun activities including a Gruffalo number walk, making delicious Gruffalo crumble, Ladybird painting, acting out ‘Goldilocks and the
Three Bears’ story, magic porridge cookery and foot painting to name a few! The first half term has really whizzed by but I am
thrilled with how everybody has settled in so well.
Kindergarten: In Kindergarten we have welcomed 3 new friends to Yarlet: Emilia, Ted and Chloe. All the children have made a super
start to the school year and have been impressing Mrs Fowlie and Miss Sam in all that they do. In our topic work, ‘Magical Me!’, we
have been investigating our senses and how they help us to find out about the world. We have played listening games and have
identified different smells, some more pleasant than others(!) and have explored the texture of different objects using our sense of
touch. We have also been on an autumnal walk looking and finding different things for our nature and interest table. Games lessons
are new for Kindergarten pupils and Mr Proud is so pleased with all the children who are rising to the challenges set! Something else
that is new is attending chapel and whole school assembly each Friday and singing to parents and families at our first chapel
assembly. We are also part of Pre‐Prep’s Bible assembly, PSHE assembly and awards assembly where we celebrate the winning of
house points, birthdays and certificates of achievement. How grown up we are already ‐ and most of us are only 3!
Reception: Reception have had a very hardworking first half term. We have been diligently practising our phonics, handwriting and
maths. As a result, there has been some amazing progress. We would like to thank all our parents for supporting the children at
home too. We have enjoyed learning about Mr Men and the lessons they teach us about life. The children have also made up their
own ideas such as Mr Do Your Best and Little Miss Good Choices. We have had a new friend join us, Harry Whiting, who has fitted in
perfectly to our class and we are very pleased to have him join the gang. We are looking forward to next term’s topic, ‘Christmas
around the World’.

KEY STAGE 1 NEWS
Welcome to the new school year and what a busy time it has been so far. It is quite a long half term and we have managed to fit in
so much, from having pirate adventures to making poppies and, of course, wowing parents at our Harvest chapel service. Form One
welcomed three new friends: Annabel, Emma and Freddie. They, along with the rest of the class, have settled nicely into the
National Curriculum and are building on our Early Years skills. It is wonderful to see how enthusiastic the children get about
categorising learning into different subjects and seeing them develop a love of each. We have really enjoyed all the Design and
Technology and Art skills we have been looking at and the children were particularly inspired by Michelle Reader’s sculptures, which
led to a great DT lesson where we used marshmallows and cocktail sticks to create sculptures.
Form Two have thoroughly enjoyed our pirate theme this term. We have been introduced to
Congo Scar, Wiggly Wooma, Brown Haired Pammy and many more colourful pirates! The children
have made treasure maps, wanted posters, messages in bottles and made up
stories about their motley crew attacking sea monsters and finding sparkly
shiny treasure. In music they even made up a pirate story with sound effects!
We have been busy investigating animals and plants in Science and making
our succahs to celebrate the Jewish Sukkot festival. The children put their
portrait art skills into practise with their own portraits and a pirate portrait
and we will be looking at abstract portraits with the help of Picasso next!
Christmas ahoy!! As you can see we will all need a good rest over half
term, ready for the Nativity and Christmas madness to take over our lives.
The Key Stage One team
Stay tuned for next half term’s Y, Sir? when you will hear all about what school holds in store as we visit the theatre and begin to
rehearse in the run up to our Christmas events and activities. Best wishes, Mrs. Fowlie

